Topographic generation of submesoscale
Positive vorticity generation :

Negative vorticity generation:

Current flowing in the opposite
direction of topographic waves
[with the coast on its left in the
Northern hemisphere]

Current flowing in the direction of
topographic waves [with the coast
on its right in the Northern hemisphere]

- Centrifugal instability
- Small-scale turbulence, mixing and dissipation
- Formation of submesoscale anticyclones
e.g. California Undercurrent (formation of Cuddies)

- Horizontal shear instability
- Formation of submesoscale cyclones
e.g.: Gulf Stream along the slope
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Fig.5. Planviewofproposed
SCVgeneration
mechanism.
Thefrictional
boundary
layerontheinshore
sideofa coastally
trapped
current
hasa relative
vorticity
• lessthan-f andthuspotential
vorticity
q lessthan0. Thisfluid,shaded
in thefigure,formsthe
coreof anticyclonicSCVs.

[D’Asaro, JGR, 1988]

right-hand(southern)sideof the canyonby the Coriolisforce.
Away from the side of the canyon,the flow is inviscidand
decaysto zero with a cross-stream
scaleof approximately
the

[Gula et al., GRL, 2015]

Rossbyradiusof deformation.The flow mustalsobecomezero
at the southernside of the canyonand doesso in a frictional
boundarylayer. Thisgeometryis sketched
in Figure5.
Considerthe potentialvorticity distributionin this current.
Offshore of the velocity maximum the fluid is stratified,so

4.3.2. Evidencefor a pressure-drivenboundarycurrent.
The existingdatasupportthe ideathat the flow throughBarrow
Canyonis drivenby a pressure
gradientasrequiredby the proposedscenario.Coachmanet al. [1975] concludethat the mean
northwardflow acrossthe ChukchiSea is drivenby a meansea

[Molemaker et al., JPO, 2015]

level difference between the Pacific and Arctic oceans of about

1 m. Mountainet al. [1976] successfully
modeledthemeasured
variationsin velocity at the locationof the crossin Figure4

N•->0, andtheshear
iscyclonic,
so• > 0. Thepotential
vorticity using a balanceof bottom friction and the variationin atmos-

Topographic generation of submesoscale
Positive vorticity generation :
Negative vorticity generation:
- Gulf Stream along the continental slope
- Gulf Stream along the Bahamas
[Gula et al., NC, 2016]

[Gula et al., GRL, 2015]

- Agulhas Current

[Krug et al., GRL, 2017]
+ stage M2 P. Tedesco (with P.Penven)
+ Demande thèse ARED-Labex (with P.Penven)

- Deep currents on
the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
[Vic et al., to be submitted to DSR]
+ Postdoc N. Layahe
(18 month starting Feb. 17,
with G. Roullet)

- Flow topography interactions
on the Reykjanes Ridge
+ PhD M. LeCorre,
(with A.M. Tréguier)

Topographic generation of submesoscale
Directions:
¨

¨

Keep on investigating topographic processes and generation of SCV’s in
different regions, test Non-hydrostatic effects [Regional modelling, NH
modelling]
Find more observations of bottom boundary layer processes and SCV’s
[Moorings + gliders + floats + dedicated experiments]
¤

¨

¨

Some ongoing work and projects: SCV’s in the Gulf Stream, SCV’s in the North Atlantic
Subpolar Gyre, SCV’s in the DWBC

Quantify the impact of topographic submesoscale processes in the global
energy budget [basin-scale or global simulations at high-res (< 1km)]
Quantify the rate of formation of the SCV’s and determine how important
they are to the ventilation of the interior ocean and to the transport of
water masses [basin-scale or global simulations at high-res (< 1km)]

Topographic generation of submesoscale
Some ongoing work and projects:
¨
¨
¨
¨

SCV’s in the Gulf Stream
SCV’s in the North Atlantic Subpolar Gyre
SCV’s in the DWBC
Topographic generation of PV

1. SCV’s in the Gulf Stream
Seismic Data
[T. Blacic, MSU]

ROMS model

x = 1.5 km

SCV’s generation requires an intermittent source of low PV

1. SCV’s in the Gulf Stream: Generation Process
Relative vorticity
On the isopycnal

(±f )
= 27 kg m

3

ROMS model

x = 1.5 km

200 km

1. SCV’s in the Gulf Stream: Generation Process

Negative vorticity / low PV generation = Gulf Stream interaction with the Charleston
Bump

2. SCV’s in the North Atlantic Subpolar Gyre

Model (1.5 km – 500 m)

Moorings + gliders (OSNAP)
L. Houpert (SAMS, Scotland)

- Characterize the vertical structure and the dynamic of SCV’s
crossing the OSNAP mooring array + Statistics of SCV
- Comparison with model results
[Stage M2 - E. Duyck]

3. SCV’s in the DWBC

Model (2.5 km)
[Bower et al., DSR, 2013]

Moorings + Cruise + glider?
F. Cyr (DFO, Newfoundland)

4. Topographic generation of Potential Vorticity
With Y. Morel and A. Ponte

Fluid par2cle
Bo#om topography

Generation of PV at the bottom boundary
layer by frictional effects and diapycnal
mixing.
Theory + idealized experiments

Vo , PVo
Circula2on
streamlines

V , PVo+ΔPV
area of contact
with bo#om boundary

